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Benchmarking against full model:
- Energy discrepancy after a burst ~ 10-3 %
    ⇝ Not suitable for long timescales
- Parameter space characterization is different
    ⇝ Not suitable near characterization boundaries
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Lifetime and size
of the hole and clump

appear to be stochastic

Overall single mode theory allows for:
- Prediction of energy lost from a burst
- Prediction of destabilisation threshold
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Hole-and-clump structures have been shown to form on the fast particle distribution function (PDF) in the non-linear phase of the evolution of an energetic particle (EP) driven mode, such as gap TAEs. However, while the concept of toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) 
destabilisation has been observed, the mechanism is not fully understood. Here, we utilise a Berk-Breizman augmented 1D kinetic model; a bump-on-tail distribution function with electric field dissipation captures the key physics.

First, we explicitly derive a Berk-Breizman model that allows us to capture the key physics, applying suitable approximations and computational methods. Then, we explore the dynamics of single mode, demonstrating stochastic behaviour that we conclude is entirely 
encapsulated by the evolution of a hole and clump. Finally, we utilise semi-analytic models of single mode dynamics to describe the energy losses observed in the destabilisation of a marginally stable mode (slave mode) by a marginally unstable mode (master mode).

1. Motivation

Ψ

resonance!

TAEs:
- Drive via df/dpφ
- Damping via df/d|v|
- Hole-and-clump
- Positive freq. chirping
- Quenched via collisions
   and particle loss

Growth quenched
via collisions and fast

ion loss[3]

2. Bump-on-tail model

Our model:
- Drive via df0/dv
- Damping via αj

- Hole-and-clump
- Positive freq. chirping
- Quenched via collisions
   but no particle loss

Solve a 1D Berk-Breizman augmented Vlasov-Maxwell system[5,6]:

Hole-and-clump structures can destabilise EP modes
leading to large fast ion losses [1-4]

Instead, capture key physics with simpler model

3. Approximations and code

Approximation

Equations conserve
energy and 
momentum

- Multimode dissipation (α∗E)
- No three-wave mixing 
- No higher harmonics
- No mean current

- Very small energy discrepancy
- Rapid continuum damping
- No higher order gap modes
- Negligible change 

Justification

v

For E0(t) = 0:

Use a bump-on-tail distribution:

with the discrete Fourier transform defined by:

Solve each colour as partial flow[7,8], after Fourier transform:

4. Simulation parameters

Quick, high time resolution simulations with destabilisation:

5. Single mode burst profile

ln |Ej|(t)

t
Can we model the profile of a 

burst semi-analytically?

ln |σl   / t l|
ln |σg / tg|
ln |σp / tp|
ln |σd / td|

6. Linear phase: lag and growth

Hole-and-clump existence
determined by timescale tNL

[9]:

Growth quenched
via collisions

Lag time
- tl

(0) and σl are non-linear functions of tNL

- σl / tl
(0) monotonically increases with tNL

Growth time
- Theoretical value of tg

(0) (for αj << 1):

7. Non-linear phase: plateau and decay

Plateau time
- tp

(0) and σp are linear
  functions of tNL

- σp / tp
(0) monotonically 

  increases with tNL

Hole and clump typically form when[9,10]:

Decay time
- td

(0) and σd are linear
  functions of tNL

- σd roughly constant

8. Mode bifurcation

Hole and clump
frequency sweep[9]:

Maximum frequency sweep
gives maximum movement

of the hole/clump in 
momentum space:

From 2500 simulations:
- Error in ap ~ 2.8%, bp ~ 20%
- Error in ad ~ 12.4% bd ~ 3.9%

9. Two-mode destabilisation

Hole and clump structures modify the local gradient of the PDF
       ⇝ a marginally stable mode can become destabilised

Required conditions:
- δω1 < δωsweep

- α2 defines marginal stability

These conditions define 
boundaries in 

parameter space

10. Destabilised energy loss

Master mode parameters used
across 6000 simulations:

11. Point-like model of holes/clumps

12. Extension to multimode systems
For Δk ≡ k1 - k2, Δu = ΔU/L:

Let us assume the hole is 
a point-like feature:

Then for ω1
(0) ~ ω2

(0), 
threshold occurs at:

However, in simulations
destabilisation occurs earlier:

More work is required to find:
- The precise size and shape of the hole/clump (determines whole)
- The gradient seen by the slave mode (determines γ2)

point-like model real hole

finite width
means earlier
interaction!

For a given value of α2 the energy loss curve features a threshold
determined by vthr

For a set of slave modes sharing α2 such that they undergo
mode flattening when destabilised:

increasing mode density ⇝

Each destabilised mode does not produce a subsequent hole and 
clump. Then, we expect to observe the following behaviour:

(c.f. quantum Hall
effect)

resonant harmonics
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